ACTIW WHITE PAPER

BENEFITS OF AUTOMATED TRUCK AND CONTAINER LOADING
FOR GREENFIELD AND
BROWNFIELD WAREHOUSES

ABSTRACT
Automated loading brings efficiency and flexible scalability to warehouse operations. This holds true both for
greenfield and brownfield warehouses. The sources for efficiency and scalability are many. In this white paper,
we discuss the most important ones through two specific FMCG company studies, greenfield and brownfield
cases.

Read further, if you wish to
•
•

Better understand the benefits obtained from automated truck loading in a greenfield warehouse
Understand how automated truck loading can be leveraged in a brownfield warehouse

The final benefits from automated truck loading are evaluated from two perspectives
•
•

Estimated payback time for the automated truck loading investment
Estimated Net Present Value (NPV) of the investment in automated truck loading

This white paper is based on interviews of logistics professionals from the two FMCG companies as well as experts
from Actiw.

METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR CALCULATING
PAYBACK TIME FOR TWO EXAMPLE CASES
The following list details the methodology and experimental design used in the payback time calculations:

Base assumptions
•
•

•

•

The output of current warehouses can be increased by 20% without any additional costs
With LoadMatic, the output can be increased by 50%
•
If the number of pallets delivered increases by more than 20% and less than 50%, the customer can deliver
more products and generate more sales. This factor is called ‘sales opportunity’. ‘Sales opportunity’ is a special
case in terms of payback time and it will be studied in payback calculations containing annual growth in
volumes delivered.
There are seasonal peaks when all docks are full and the warehouse is not able to supply enough to meet the
demand of the product. Actiw estimate these seasonal peaks to represent 3% of the volume of undelivered pallets
on top of the annually delivered pallets. This means that 3% of additional products can be delivered and sold in
case the warehouse is not the bottleneck. Actiw estimate that with LoadMatic the loading has no bottleneck even
during the high season. In other words, additional 3% of pallets can be delivered making supply & demand meet.
Potential time savings resulting from shorter loading times of the distribution trucks were not considered in these
calculations.

Key Terms used in this White Paper
Discounted Payback Time

Payback time in capital budgeting refers to the period of time required to recoup the money expended in an
investment, or to reach the break-even point.

Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)

Weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is a calculation of a firm’s cost of capital in which each category of capital is
proportionately weighted. All sources of capital are included in a WACC calculation.

Net Present Value (NPV)

Net Present Value (NPV) tells the investor the amount of cash flow that he is receiving as a result of an investment.

Discounted Return On Investment (ROI)

Return on investment is calculated using a formula: the benefits (or returns) of an investment are divided by the costs
of the investment. The result can be expressed as a percentage or a ratio. To take into account also the time value of
money, in this document we use discounted ROI, where the returns of the investment are equal to the Net Present
Value. ROI is also annualized as the investments are studied over a multi-year perspective.
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GREENFIELD
The Scope of the Investment
A major FMCG customer is investing in warehousing in Asia. The size of the investment in the warehouse loading dock
area is about 3 M€ without loading automation. With loading automation, the same output in the loading dock area
can be achieved with a 1,5 M€ investment. Consequently, loading automation is a profitable option with the current
cost structure. Therefore, Actiw simulated a scenario where the customer invested 3 M€ in building the physical
loading dock area and additionally in two new LoadMatic units operated by eight employees to double the output
capacity. Considering the expected high growth, this scenario was chosen to be the most realistic one.
Loading automation reduces the need of loading personnel from 35 to 8 employees, saving around 473k€ annually
in employment costs only.
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Figure 1. Payback calculation without annual pallet volume growth
This case gives discounted annualized ROI of 21%.
In a greenfield case, automated loading is a natural planning parameter for the warehouse investment from the
beginning. The key benefits and savings (in ranking order) come from:
1. Savings in Salary Costs
2. Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)
3. Efficient Management of Seasonal Peaks (no lost sales opportunity)

Savings in Salary Costs
In the greenfield case, the average salary is the most important single payback parameter.
With as low as 2€ / hour average salary and 35 employees per shift (in 3 shifts), the labour cost is 613 k€ per annum.
Using two LoadMatic units allow the number of employees to be reduced from 35 to 8, reducing the annual labour
costs to 140 k€ (-473 k€ lower). In conclusion, loading automation is a very attractive and profitable option even in
low labour cost countries. From a risk management perspective, it is good to keep in mind that labour costs have a
tendency to increase. Out of all annual payback related costs, around 63% of costs are related to salary costs.

Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)
WACC has the highest impact on sensitivity of the investment from the NPV point of view. However, due to its
exponential nature, its impact to the net present value grows the lower the WACC is. WACC does not have major
impact on the payback time.

Efficient Management of Seasonal Peaks (no lost sales)
Actiw estimate that seasonal peaks cause 3% lost deliveries and sales of the annual pallet volume. This loss is caused
by 100% utilization rate of docks, i.e. the maximum output of the warehouse is used, but there is a higher demand in
the market. This translates into 28 000 undelivered pallets per year out of all 936 000 pallets. The additional delivery
capacity coming from automated loading has an impact of about 21% on the payback time of the investment.
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Untapped Sales Opportunity
Annual growth in the number of pallets distributed from the warehouse greatly increases the NPV. The biggest
payback component then becomes the increased volume of pallets. The role of (low) WACC also increases.
Untapped sales opportunity = the cost of not being able to tap into the extra volume in the market demand that
exists, due to warehouse output limitations. In this case, Actiw estimate that the man-powered warehouse can deliver
20% extra pallets, whereas the warehouse with LoadMatic can deliver 100% extra. For example, 10% annual growth
in pallet volumes does not reduce the payback time of the investment much (1,15 years -> 1,11 years), but the net
present value at 8 years grows from 2,611 M€ to 9,807 M€ (Figures 1 and 2).
Total investment plan in LoadMatic with 10% annual pallet growth
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Figure 2. Payback calculation with 10% annual pallet volume growth
This case gives a discounted annualized ROI of 39,8%.
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BROWNFIELD
The Scope of the Investment
A major FMCG company is considering to implement automated loading into one of their existing warehouses. The
company would invest in one LoadMatic unit (350 k€) and build room for automation (250 k€) in the warehouse.
We assume that the current warehouse is capable to increase its output by 20% without additional costs. With one
LoadMatic unit and the two existing loading employees, it is estimated that the warehouse could increase its output
by 50%. The company currently has two loading employees in two shifts. The number of employees cannot be
reduced due to risk management and therefore savings in salary costs are irrelevant in this study. This could be a
typical scenario in a brownfield case where staff already exists.
The philosophy and decision making behind savings in salary costs as a payback component is therefore fundamentally
different between the brownfield and greenfield cases. It is driven by components other than cost and savings issues.
Equipment costs and product damages can be ignored in this case.
In the brownfield case, the variables for the sensitivity analysis were varied within ± 50% range of their target values,
due to the established nature of their warehouse operations and lower growth expectations.
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Figure 3. Payback calculation without annual pallet volume growth
This case gives a discounted annualized ROI of 4,3%.
The brownfield cases offer equally high savings and efficiency improvement opportunities by implementing
automated loading solutions. The key sources of benefits from automated loading result from:
1. Efficient Management of Seasonal Peaks (no lost sales)
2. Weighted Average Cost of Capital

Efficient Management of Seasonal Peaks (no lost sales)
We estimate that seasonal peaks cause 3% loss of deliveries and therefore 3% lost sales of the annual pallet volume.
This loss is caused by 100% utilization rate of docks, i.e. the maximum output of the warehouse is used, but there is a
higher demand in the market. This translates into 9 000 undelivered pallets per year out of all 300 000 pallets. Almost
all payback related cost savings are coming from eliminating undelivered pallets during seasonal peaks.
If the number of undelivered pallets during seasonal peaks drop below 1,8% of the total annual pallet volume (5 400
pallets), the NPV of the investment for the targeted seven-year period becomes negative.
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Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)
WACC is the second most important factor in the payback analysis. Even a slight decrease in WACC makes the NPV
positive, even in the case where the number of undelivered products during seasonal peaks is lower than expected
(3%).

Untapped Sales Opportunity
Annual growth of volumes delivered from the warehouse greatly increases the NPV. Even a slight 4% growth increases
the NPV significantly and decreases the payback time (Figure 4). Annual growth and sensitivity to increased demand
make loading automation a very attractive option and shed light on the cost of tapping into the market potential.
Loading automation in itself, even with seasonal peaks as the only main cost factor, has a barely positive NPV.
Consequently, investment in LoadMatic becomes very attractive if the company wish to seize the existing market
potential. The payback time shortens from 4,27 years to 3,77. The NPV of the investment over a seven-year period
almost quadruples from 207 k€ to 784 k€. (Figures 3 and 4).
Total investment plan in LoadMatic with 4% annual pallet growth
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Figure 4. Payback calculation with 4% annual pallet volume growth
This case gives a discounted annualized ROI of 12,7%.

NET PRESENT VALUE VS. DISCOUNTED PAYBACK TIME
When comparing the payback calculations with and without the untapped sales opportunity (figures 2 and 4 vs.
figures 1 and 3), it becomes evident that the real benefit of automated loading comes in the form of NPV when there
is growth present. In the greenfield case the payback time decreases by 3,5% whereas the NPV for the evaluated
period increases by 375%. In the brownfield case these figures are 12% and 378% respectively. The relationship
between the NPV and payback time arises from the underlying exponential nature of business growth. Unfortunately
management have traditionally been overly focused on payback time rather than NPV. Therefore ACTIW encourage
that management fully evaluate and include the major input that growth scenarios have in payback calculations.
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CONCLUSIONS
The key conclusions from these two case studies are:
1. GREENFIELD WAREHOUSES: Investment in automated loading has a very good Net Present Value (between 2,6
M€ and 10 M€) as well as a very short payback time (ca. 13 months). This also holds true in countries where salary
levels are very low. Additionally, automated loading prepares the warehouse for growth in delivery volumes! The
Discounted Annualized Return On Investment varies respectively between 21,0%-39,8%.
2. BROWNFIELD WAREHOUSES: Investment in automated loading has a good Net Present Value
(ca. 800 k€) and a reasonable payback time (3 years 9 months), if there is growth potential in
the volumes delivered from the warehouse. This holds true even if the number of employees in
the loading is not reduced. If it can be reduced, also the payback time becomes more attractive.
If the delivery volumes are not expected to grow, the investment in automated loading cannot be justified
merely based on the Net Present Value and payback time, even though the payback time does not change
markedly (4 years 3 months). The Net Present Value in this case is estimated to be 200 k€ over a sevenyear period. The Discounted Annualized Return On Investment varies respectively between 4,3%-12,7%.
There are, however, a host of other benefits, both quantifiable and unquantifiable that result from an
implementation of automated loading. These can include: increased safety; reduced product damage; shorter
loading times; reduced number of forklifts, staff and fuel; reduced dock numbers; reduced noise, etc.
3. FOR GREENFIELD AND BROWNFIELD WAREHOUSES: The NPV of the investment in automated loading
greatly increases when there is delivery volume growth present. Automated loading removes bottlenecks from
the warehouse caused by seasonal peaks and – in a growing business – by increased overall demand of goods.
The management should take growth scenario simulations into account when calculating the payback time
and focus more on NPV. Discounted Annualized Return On Investment calculations also support investments in
automated truck loading.

AUTOMATED LOADING BY ACTIW | WHAT MAKES IT SPECIAL?
“Actiw’s solutions have fundamental appeal through being product and truck neutral, requiring
no alterations. This makes, to my mind, Actiw the clear market leader!”
Actiw LoadMatic and LoadPlate make automated loading as easy as it should be. Both systems are designed for
regular, non-modified cargo space such as containers and trailers. This means that no alterations to the cargo space
or substructures beneath the cargo are required.
LOADMATIC is designed for loading palletized and palletless goods. It is the last link in the end-to-end solution for
fully automating pallet handling at the production unit or in the warehouse. In short, pallets are brought automatically
to LoadMatic for loading. When the load is sequenced and transferred, LoadMatic simply loads the cargo in one push
into the container or truck. LoadMatic can be seamlessly integrated to any automated production or warehouse
system.
LOADPLATE is a one shot loading solution especially suitable for loading complex cargo that is hard to containerize,
is easily damaged or usually requires special shipping units. The load can be prepared safely in open air and loaded
in one push. When used in conjunction with appropriate unloading accessories, unloading can easily be performed
in one pull.

Unique characteristics of Actiw LoadMatic & LoadPlate
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No modifications required for standard trucks, trailers or containers
No substructures needed beneath the cargo
No special equipment required at the receiving end
Fast loading cycle (<5 minutes)
Durable and reliable
Easy to move and relocate
Payback time in months, rather than years
Proven technology

Contact the experts at Actiw to find out what kind of business impact automated loading will have
on your business!
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Actiw Oy is a Finland based global supplier of intralogistics systems
specializing in fully integrated automated warehouse and loading
solutions. Actiw has a solid track record with dozens of successful
installations and pleased customers; Actiw’s automated material handling
projects have been executed since mid-1980’s. The company has invested
strongly in developing their own, unique automated storing, sequencing
and loading systems for the international market. For more information,
please visit:
www.actiw.com

Actiw Oy | Voimapolku 2 | FI-76850 NAARAJÄRVI - FINLAND
Phone +358 (0)207 424 820 | Fax +358 (0)207 424 839 | info@actiw.com
www.actiw.com | www.loadplate.com

